A Journey to the Valley of the Assassins
peculiar to the East, and we spent the afternoon climbing
easily through folds of small uncultivated valleys, very
barren. The sun shone in a pleasant loneliness. We met
no human beings save two men with sticks and loose cotton
trousers, travellers from the hills. An eagle on a rock turned
his flat head and yellow eyes upon us, but did not move till
Ismail, creeping up, frightened it with a stone, and came
leaping back amused at my reproaches.
I liked my escort. I was their first European. They
treated me with easy charming courtesy, as one of themselves,
and tried to please me with stories and slow melancholy
ballads and flowers brought with both hands outstretched
in the pretty Persian gesture, which must surely originally
be the same as the feudal giving of hands in homage.
When we reached some little trickle of water oozing out
of the hillside among kingcups, The Refuge of Allah filled
his black felt cap like a round bowl and offered it as the ballad
knight his helmet. Black hair fell about his ears and made a
wild frame for his high shaven forehead and brilliant eyes
and meeting eyebrows. The right blue cotton jerkin, a dirty
old sash wrapped over it round the waist, a leather wallet
behind for a knife, and the quaint black caps like overgrown
skull caps, made these men look as if they belonged to some
fifteenth-century Italian picture.
They were wild and simple and peaceful. They had not
yet reached the point of sophistication where the miraculous
is separated from everyday life, and were ready to believe
anything in the vast and strange world. So they must
have been when the philosopher of Rei tried his tricks upon
them and gave them the dream of Paradise in exchange for
their lives. They were faithful and devoted too. They
separated the universe into two parts of which one was the
Alamut valley: and by the third day I think they looked upon
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